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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Goals of this class 
This class is targeted to new telescope owners, or persons considering purchasing a telescope.  Information needed in deciding to purchase a 

telescope, and how to operate a telescope will be covered in this class.  We will cover basics such as understanding the night sky, different types of 

telescopes, basic accessories for telescope and how to use your telescope.  This course is both an information, and hands-on class. 

 

Hands on labs are part of this class.  If you own a telescope you will be encouraged to bring it to the lab.  Those who have not yet purchased a 

telescope will have a telescope provided to them (sharing with other class members).  To ensure each class member has ample hands on time on a 

telescope the class size will be limited. 

 

Although we will broach the topic of photography (Astrophotography) with telescopes, it should be understood that taking photos of anything 

besides the moon and possibly a few planets (deep sky photography) is exponentially more complicated and expensive so we will not be covering 

Deep Sky photography in this class. 

What is Astronomy? 
Astronomy is a natural science that studies celestial objects and phenomena.  A small telescope has the capability of exploring many of these 

phenomena including objects residing in our solar system including the Sun, the Moon, the major planets, and occasionally comets.  Deep space 

objects that exist outside our solar system but within the Milky Way galaxy such open clusters, globular clusters can be viewed to a limited extent.  

Even a few galaxies can be viewed in small telescopes. 
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Setting Expectations 

It is important we set expectations for what you will see when viewing objects in a small (actually for most scopes). 

 
What You Will NOT See... 

   
 

Images such as these represent multiple hours of exposure through a moderate size telescope.  By contrast studies indicate the human eye processes 

images somewhere between 13 – 100 milliseconds.  The amount of photons captured by the eye in this length of time is magnitudes less than what 

these images represent.  This is also why you will only see color when observing the planets and multiple star systems.  Humans don’t perceive 

color until a certain threshold of light is obtained.  For small scopes all but the very brightest deep sky objects (that is objects outside of our solar 

system) will appear as faint fuzzy patches.  To make things more challenging, the amount of light pollution will have a real impact on how things 

appear. 

 

That all being said, there are still a number of objects that are quite thrilling to see even through some of the smallest of telescopes including the 

moon, the sun(with appropriate filters) the planets Jupiter and Saturn, and even a few very bright deep sky objects such as the Orion Nebula.  There 

is an excellent article titled What Can You See With Different Telescopes on the Deep-Sky Watch website.  There are a number of illustrations they 

provide we will display here. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.deepskywatch.com/Articles/what-can-i-see-through-telescope.html
http://www.deepskywatch.com/index.html
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_IC-2177_2021_Labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_M033_PinwheelGalaxy_20140905.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M-13_20200422_Labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_IC-2177_2021_Labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_M033_PinwheelGalaxy_20140905.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M-13_20200422_Labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_IC-2177_2021_Labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_M033_PinwheelGalaxy_20140905.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M-13_20200422_Labeled.jpg
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Impact of Light Pollution 

 
 

Impact of Aperture Size and Quality Optics 
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Other Examples of What You Might See 

 

 
The Moon 

 
Planets 

 
Multiple Star Systems 

 

 
Bright Deep Sky – Orion Nebula 

 

 
As you can see dark skies, and larger size telescope along with good optics are three primary factors for expanding the range of objects that you can 

observe.  That being said, even the smallest and lowest cost of telescopes can provide hundreds of hours of entertainment if you know what type of 

objects are appropriate for that size scope.  The telescope on the cover page was a 4” refractor I purchased in collage for $75.  I used it extensively 

for two years before being ready to move on to a larger telescope, A Celestron C-8 purchased for $2,000 that I used for about 25 years before 

upgrading to a Celestron C-11 that I currently own. 

  

https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220418_Mare_Crisium_01_50_41_labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://www.skyatnightmagazine.com/advice/double-binary-stars-guide/
http://www.visualastronomy.com/2008/12/photoshop-sketch-m42.html
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220418_Mare_Crisium_01_50_41_labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://www.skyatnightmagazine.com/advice/double-binary-stars-guide/
http://www.visualastronomy.com/2008/12/photoshop-sketch-m42.html
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220418_Mare_Crisium_01_50_41_labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://www.skyatnightmagazine.com/advice/double-binary-stars-guide/
http://www.visualastronomy.com/2008/12/photoshop-sketch-m42.html
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220418_Mare_Crisium_01_50_41_labeled.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://www.skyatnightmagazine.com/advice/double-binary-stars-guide/
http://www.visualastronomy.com/2008/12/photoshop-sketch-m42.html
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References and Resources 
Title Type Description 

What Can you See With Different 

Telescopes 

Website Deep-Sky Watch: Excellent article setting expectations for what to expect out of different cost 

telescopes 

Go Astronomy Website Go Astronomy is a good general astronomy website 

AZ Observing Group Website AZ-Observing groups is a great local group website covering a range of astronomy related 

topics for local astronomers. 

East Valley Astronomy Club Astronomy 

Club 

East Valley Astronomy Club (EVAC) is one of the larger clubs in the phoenix metro area that 

meets monthly at the Southeast Regional Library in Gilbert 

Saguaro Astronomy Club Astronomy 

Club 

Saguaro Astronomy Club (SAC) – Astronomy club in the Central Phoenix Area. 

Superstition Mountain 

Astronomical League 

Astronomy 

Club 

Superstition Mountain Astronomical League (SMAL) is located in the East Valley 

Astronomical Events for the year Webpage ArtCentrics web page listing some of the major astronomical events for the year. 

Cloudy Nights Website Place where astronomers share ideas get help share photos, advertise very robust and strong 

astronomy community here. 

 

  

http://www.deepskywatch.com/Articles/what-can-i-see-through-telescope.html
http://www.deepskywatch.com/Articles/what-can-i-see-through-telescope.html
https://groups.io/g/AZ-Observing/topics
https://groups.io/g/AZ-Observing/topics
http://eastvalleyastronomy.org/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Southeast+Regional+Library/@33.3637319,-111.7396107,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x872baec279ae5cf5:0xabc281324a188655!8m2!3d33.3637274!4d-111.737422
https://www.saguaroastro.org/
http://supermtnastro.com/
https://www.artcentrics.com/02_Astronomy/ThisYearsEvents/This_Years_Events.htm
https://www.cloudynights.com/
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Chapter 2: The Sky 

Sphere of the Sky 
The earth spins like a top with the North Pole roughly aligned to the North Star.  This is what gives the illusion of the sun, moon and stars rising in 

the east and setting in the west.  How high off the horizon the North Star appears is dependent on your location on earth (Latitude).  At the equator 

(Latitude = 0°) the North Star is at the horizon, while someone at the North Pole (Latitude = 90°) would have to look straight up above to see the 

North Star.  We are at about 33° North, so the North Star is approximately 33° above the horizon. 

 

The Celestrial Sphere The North Celestial Pole 
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Astronomy Coordinate System 
There are two primary coordinate systems utilized by Astronomers to locate objects in the sky.  These systems are similar to the Longitude and 

Latitude coordination system that is used to specify a location on the earth.  The system you utilize will likely depend on the type of telescope 

mount you own. 

 

The Equatorial System utilizes Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (DEC) values to locate objects in the sky.  Right Ascension units are the 

same units as a clock; Hours(h) Ranging from 0 to 24, Minutes(m) ranging from 0 to 60, and Seconds(s) ranging from 0 to 60.  Declination (DEC) 

utilizes units of Degrees(°) ranging from -90° to +90°, Minutes(‘) ranging from 0 to 60, and Seconds(“) ranging from 0 to 60.  This coordinate 

system is an absolute system in that it doesn’t mater where on earth you are located the RA and DEC values for an object remain the same.  Star 

charts utilize this system. 

 

The Horizontal System utilizes Altitude(a) and Azimuth(A) coordinates to locate objects in the sky.  Altitude values range from -90° to +90° while 

the Azimuth values range from 0° to 360°.  This system is relative coordinate system where the values are dependent upon your location and the 

current time.. 

 

Equatorial System (RA & DEC) Horizontal System (Alt & Az) 
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Constellations and the Seasons 
As the earth orbits around the sun the constellations and visible night slowly shifts (about 1° a day).  Because of this, the stars rise about 4 minutes 

earlier every night.  The result of this action is that the night sky and constellations change from season to season.   

 

Constellations in the Seasons Star Chart 
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Visual (Apparent) Magnitude 
Another system developed by astronomers to indicate how much light an object is emitting is the Visual Magnitude scale.  This is logarithmic 

scale so that an increase in one unit of magnitude represents a 2.5x increase in brightness.  Note, very bright objects such as the Sun and Moon have 

negative values while dimmer objects such as stars have positive values that increase with the faintness of the star.  The faintest stars that can be 

seen in a dark sky with the naked eye, away from city lights are about magnitude +6.  In a large city such as Phoenix the city lights tend to wash out 

the dimmer stars resulting in the dimmest stars visible with the naked eye being about magnitude +4.5  

 

The Apparent Magnitude Scale Light Pollution Map 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Bortle Scale 
While the Visual Magnitude scale was developed to describe how bright or dim objects in the night sky are, the Bortle Scale was developed to 

describe the brightness of the sky.  Its scale ranges from darkest skies possible on earth measuring at 8.0 while bright inner cities measure values of 

about 4.0.  This scale is used to describe light pollution and many light pollution maps utilize this scale.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bortle_scale
https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html#7/32.435/-110.297
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude
https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html
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Putting it all Together 
Suppose you would like to look at the star Mizar, a bright star located in the constellation Ursa Major (The Big Dipper)  Using either a Star Atlas, 

or online application we can see it is located at RA 13h 24m 49.43s and DEC of +54° 48’ 31.9”.  We can also see this is a variable star that 

indicates the brightness of the star can vary night to night.  Mizar has a visual magnitude of +2.2 to +3.88, this is pretty bright, and we should be 

able to see it even in the Phoenix metro area where the naked eye visual magnitude limit is about +4.5. 

 

Also note how the online software also provides Azimuth and Altitude coordinates.  These values are only valid for the Date/Time and location the 

person was at when looking up this information. 

 

Mizar in Astronomy Software Mizar in a Star Atlas 

 

 

https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/ursa-major-constellation/
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Hands On:  

 

References and Resources 
Title Type Description 

SkySafari Software Great software for iOS and Android operating systems to see what’s up, plan your session and 

much more.  There is also a browser based version of this.  Price range from $5 - $25 based on 

features.  I use this software extensively when observing. 

The Live Sky Website Highlights objects of interest in the night sky 

Planets Visible Tonight Website Shows what planets will be up in the night sky and when they are visible. 

Constellation Guide Website All things about constellations including what is visible, History, Charts and  more information 

on constellations, and object located in them. 

Light Pollution Map Website Online map that shows you how the sky is at any location on the planet 

Bortle Scale   

Rate Your Skies PDF Use the Bortle Scale along with real world observation to rate your sky darkness 

Astronomical Coordinate System 

Explained Simply 

Website Explains each of the four coordinate systems used by astronomers (Horizon, Equatorial, 

Ecliptic, and Galactic) 

  

https://skysafariastronomy.com/
https://theskylive.com/
https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/night/usa/chandler
https://www.constellation-guide.com/
https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html#4/39.00/-98.00
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bortle_scale
http://denisemeeks.com/science/activities/ast/bortle_dark_sky_scale.pdf
https://www.quantauniverse.com/Astronomical-Coordinate-System-explained-simply/
https://www.quantauniverse.com/Astronomical-Coordinate-System-explained-simply/
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Chapter 3: Mounts and Telescopes 

Mounts 
A mount is the structure that holds your telescope.  Fundamentally there are two broad types of telescope mounts Alt-Azimuth and Equatorial. 

They are named after the coordinate system they mimic.  Alt-Azimuth mounts have a up/down, left/right motion and are quite intuitive to use.  

Many beginner mounts utilize this system.  Equatorial mounts have a different motion since one of the axis points to the Celestial North Pole(CNP). 

 
 

Mount Type Pros Cons 

Alt-Azimuth  Easy and intuitive to operate 

 Setup is easy and quick 

 

 Does not follow objects in the sky over long periods of time 

unless computer controlled. 

 Not easily used with star charts since star charts are based on 

the Equatorial system. Applications can eliminate this issue. 

 Generally unsuitable for Astrophotography. 

 Once an object is located keeping it in the field of view can be 

a bit more work since there are two axes that need adjustment 

to follow the object. 

Equatorial  Follows objects in sky once located if clock 

drive is included. 

 Relatively easy to follow object if manually 

tracking the object since only one axis should 

need adjustment. 

 Motion of mount is not intuitive. 

 Setup will take longer since you need to point the axis to the 

Celestial North Pole (CNP). 

 Star charts can be easily used with these mounts. 
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Single Axis, Dual Axis and GoTo Telescope Drives 
Manually locating and tracking an object in your telescope adds another layer of complication especially true for deep sky objects or objects being 

viewed with high magnification.  GoTo mounts offer the options of finding object much easier once the telescope mount has been calibrated.  Of 

course there is an increase cost associated with these type of drives, but prices have dropped considerably over time.  Both Equatorial and Alt-

Azimuth mounts can be purchased with drives.  Usually the most cost effective drives can be purchased when purchasing the Optical Tube 

Assembly (OTA). 

 

 Single-Axis Telescope Motor Drives (aka Clock Drives) – Restricted to Equatorial mounts, these consist of a single motor and driver that 

attaches to the right Accession axis and provides basic start tracking. 

 

 Dual-Axis Telescope Motor Drives – Provides basic star tracking in addition to control of the telescope in any direction. 

 

 GoTo Telescope Drives – Very popular and found on many telescopes.  With GoTo drives, you follow a basic calibration process at the start of 

your viewing session by pointing to a number of bright stars to orient the computer, and then you just enter the object of interest in the hand pad 

and let the computer slew the telescope to the object.  3
rd

 party mounts tend to be quite reliable.  Low cost telescope/mounts can be fickle at 

best.  Initial setup procedure can be challenging for to master.  If your purchase one of these, make sure you can return it if you can’t get it to 

work as expected. 

 

Single and Dual Axis drives tend to be after market modifications, and not really used anymore since the prices of Goto mounts have dropped so 

much. 

 

Clock Drive Alt/Az GoTo Mount Equitorial GoTo Mount 
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Optical Tube Assembly (OTA) 
There are many types of Optical Tube Assembly (OTA) design, three are the most popular designed mass produced telescopes.  Other designs are 

usually for a specific application (such as Astrophotography).  Contrary to popular belief by most people magnification is not the primary 

consideration when purchasing a telescope.  Build quality and light gathering power (Aperture size) are probably the two most important factors. 

 
Refractor – A series of lenses are used to collect light. 

 

 Pro: Excellent design for viewing planets and the moon. (when there are good 

optics) 

 Pro: No need for collimation 

 Con: Cost, a well designed Refractor is the most expensive (per aperture size) 

telescope. 

 Con: Not great for most deep sky viewing since aperture size is so important, and 

these are limited to about 5” before becoming very expensive.  

Reflector – A series of mirrors are used to collect light. 

 

 Pro: Cost, lest expensive (per inch of aperture) telescope. 

 Pro: Most cost effective design for viewing deep sky objects. 

 Con: Not very portable 

 Con: Needs collimation on a regular basis for best views. 

 Con: Not conducive to taking photos 

 

 
Schmidt-Cassegrain (SCT) AKA Compound Telescopes– Lens and mirrors are used 

to collect light.  Combines advantages of both Refactor and Reflector telescopes.  This 

is a great general purpose telescope that performs well for deep sky and planetary 

viewing and imaging. 

 

 Pro: Very portable. 

 Pro: Generally a good multi purpose design performing well on plants, moon, and 

deep sky objects. 

 Con: Occasional need for collimation. 
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Many Combinations 
Combinations of Mounts and Optical Tube Assemblies (OTA) are vast.  Here are a few examples 

 

Many Combinations Possible (In no particular order) 

 
Reflector on Tabletop Alt/Az 

mount 

 
 

Reflector on Equatorial Mount 

(Manual Operation) 

 

 
Refractor on  

Center Balanced Equatorial GoTo 

Mount 

 
Schmidt-Cassegrain on  

Fork Mount with Wedge and 

Clock Drive 

 
Schmidt-Cassegrain on Alt/Az 

GoTo Mount 

 
Refractor on 

Alt/Az Mount (Manual Operation) 

 
Dobsonian telescope and Mount 

(Manual Operation) 

 
Schmidt-Cassegrain on 

Alt/Az Fork GoTo Mount 
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Magnification 
Magnification is expressed as a number indicating how large an object appears in a telescope compared to how large it appears to the unaided eye.  

Magnification is defined as the Focal Length (mm) of the Optical Tube Assembly (OTA) divided by the Focal Length (mm) of the eyepiece. For a 

given telescope, the magnification is determined by the eyepiece being used.  The eyepieces will have their focal length printed on them so the 

magnification is easily calculated. Generally, the maximum useful magnification of a telescope is 50 times the aperture (in inches).  It is a common 

practice for less reputable telescope manufactures to magnifications for telescopes beyond the useful magnification.   Another factor impacting 

usable magnification is the stability (aka seeing) of the atmosphere.  Generally, even for large telescopes, magnification of over 250x is not useful.  

Even if you have the same magnification between a small and large telescope, since the large telescope gathers more light, the large telescope will 

have a brighter image making it easier to see details. 
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Putting it all Together 
As you can see there are many factors to consider when purchasing a telescope, and many combinations of OTA and mounts are possible.  Some 

factors to think about before making a purchase include: 

 Budget – What is your budget,  Also keep in mind that almost all telescopes will need accessories to make your viewing session pleasurable 

so don’t consider the cost of the scope and mount to be the final cost.  We will cover some of these costs in the accessories section.  

 Viewing Targets – What to you intend on viewing?  Larger scopes generally support higher magnification and gather more light making 

dimmer objects brighter.  Observing very bright objects such as the moon and sun do not require real large apertures. 

 Portability – How often to you plan on moving/setting up the scope and where you intend on using it should be considered. 

 Tracking – Once setup, motorized mounts should track your object, while manual mounts will require you to continually adjust to keep the 

object in the field of view. 

 GoTo Mounts – An additional cost, but getting much less expensive, these mounts make finding objects much easier provided you set them 

up properly at the start of your session.  These allow you to focus on observing the objects and less time trying to find them. 

 Complexity – GoTo mounts can have a steep learning curve.  Finding objects manually has its own challenges.  Try both methods and 

determine what works best for you.  

 Used or New – Used telescope tend to be about ½ the cost of new ones.  Periodically astronomy clubs will have auctions with used 

telescope that you can get at a very reasonable cost.  The Website Astromart also has a large selection of used equipment. 

 

List it out – Make a list of everything you think you may need for your astronomy hobby so you can make an informed decision on what to purchase 

and how much the bottom line cost will be.  We will show examples of this in at the end of Chapter 5. 

  

https://astromart.com/
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References and Resources 
Title Type Description 

Scopes for Starters PDF This article by Sky News covers factors to consider when purchasing a telescope 

Best Telescope For Beginners   Website Additional information for what telescope to purchase. 

Basic Telescope Types Video Youtube – OPT, Basic Telescope Types 

Telescope Eyepiece Basics Website Good detailed article on basic principles for eyepieces, barlow lenses and other factors. 

Field of View Calculator Website Show you how large an object should appear for a given telescope and eyepiece combination 

Telescope Magnification 

Explained 

Website More information on magnification and how to it applies to telescopes. 

Astromart Website Great place for getting used equipment.  There is a membership fee associated with this 

website. 

Starizona Vendor Located in Tucson, this is one of the best locations to purchase higher end telescopes and 

associated equipment, technical know how and help from these guys is great. 

OPT Vendor Good website for purchasing various astronomy equipment, located in California, so shipping 

time is usually quite low. 

 

  

https://www.artcentrics.com/02_Astronomy/Scopes_For_Starters.pdf
https://skynews.ca/
https://www.space.com/15693-telescopes-beginners-telescope-reviews-buying-guide.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_v1RWyzQAng&t=378s
https://telescopemount.org/telescope-eyepieces/
https://astronomy.tools/
https://starlust.org/telescope-magnification/
https://starlust.org/telescope-magnification/
https://astromart.com/
https://starizona.com/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Starizona/@32.3116684,-110.9811552,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x86d67374376032a9:0xd3ad6f9edf6f4c02!8m2!3d32.3116684!4d-110.9789674
https://optcorp.com/
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Chapter 4: Telescope Accessories 

There are many different accessories you can purchase to help with your observing, some of the most critical include a Head Lamp, Navigation 

Reference, Finder Scope, Eyepieces. 

Headlamp/Flash Light 
Headlamps free up your hands for the various tasks you need to do when observing.  Get a headlamp that has red LEDs, white light will ruin your 

night vision and generally make other astronomers very upset.  Having a headlamp that allows for different levels of brightness is also very helpful.  

finding a headlamp that isn’t to bright and has the features I have mentioned can be surprisingly difficult.  I have found the Princeton Tec Fred 

Headlamp is a perfect fit for astronomy at $27 you may think it is a bit pricy for a headlamp, but believe me it is well built and a great investment. 

Navigation and Planning Resources 
We are talking about some reference to help identify what items you may want to view for the night and where they are located.  Here you can 

either go old school and get a book, atlas or other such material, or if you have an iPad or smart phone there is some excellent application that can 

be used.  I personally use my iPad mostly in the field, but bring a sky atlas as a backup.  Below is a list of a few excellent references. 

 

Some Good References for Planning You’re Observing 
Reference Media 

Type 

Price Range Comments 

SkySafari Digital $5 - $25 Available for iOS and Android systems this is a great tool to see what may be of interest for viewing 

for the night.  If you have a smart phone or iPad I would consider this a must have reference. 

SkySpot Books Print $16 - $20 This company publishes a number of great field guides that are customized just for the telrad finder 

(although you don’t have to have one to use these books), they will show you exactly where the 

object is in reference to the finder bulls eye.  They also give detailed information on the object.  See 

Example page here.  There are 4 books they create, the best for the beginner is the Bright Telescopic 

Objects just for small scopes. 

Sky Atlas Digital or 

Print 

$9 - $40 This is an atlas of the sky with objects identified in the atlas.  You will need to read off the atlas the 

coordinates of the object you want to observe.  Generally for more advanced observers. 

  

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B0077T2EIS/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_image?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B0077T2EIS/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_image?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://skysafariastronomy.com/
https://www.sky-spot.com/charts.htm
https://www.sky-spot.com/bright.htm
https://smile.amazon.com/Sky-Telescopes-Pocket-Atlas/dp/1931559317/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=sky+atlas&qid=1658760147&sr=8-6
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Finder Scopes 
A decent finder scope is critical to helping locate objects in the night sky.  There are a number of excellent types of devices that can be used as 

finder scopes.   

 

Finder Scope Type  

 

Optical Finder Scope – Most of these that come with small telescopes (and even some larger scopes) are junk.  Unless it 

has an aperture of 50mm or greater, do yourself a favor and get rid of it.  Even 50mm and larger finder scopes can be 

challenging to use.  Other cost effective solutions exists.  I highly recommend using any one of the other options. 

 

Reflex Sight Telerad – This is the original zero magnification finder.  It is one of the more costly ones at $50 but with 

features the generally cheaper red dot finders don’t have that will prove helpful if you don’t have a GoTo mount.  Features 

such as concentric circles that represent a fixed area in the sky prove very useful when star hoping, the techique of  

hopping from star to star to the target object you wish to observe. 

 

Red Dot Finder – You can get a red dot finder as cheap as $20 on amazon and you can get them as expensive as $350 

depending on the model.  If you have a GoTo mount, this is an ideal finder since you will likely only be using it to target a 

few bright stars when setting up your scope.  Expect to pay between $30 – 50 dollars for a good unit. 

 

Laser Finder – Units cost about $100 for a decent kit.  In may ways these are similar to Red Dot Finders with a few 

exceptions.  With all the other finders you have to be directly behind the finder to work properly. When looking at objects 

directly overhead this may mean you have to get on your knees and do some contortions to be positioned properly Laser 

finders relax this requirement some, since you don’t have to be directly behind the finder to see where it is pointed.  Not to 

mention they just look cool.  The downside of these are the you may have to push the button to turn the laser on, and this 

may be tricky when trying to move the scope at the same time. 

 

Do it yourself Laser – This laser at amazon runs for about $25 and has a pigtail that makes it convent for use.  Two 

downsides to this:  

 You will need to figure out how to mount it to your telescope, and this may involve more cost.   

 This model generally does not perform well in cold temperatures.  Although this isn’t generally a concern in AZ. 

 

On the plus side it does have adjustments built into the laser for aiming it, so alignment with the telescope is quite easy. 

 

  

https://smile.amazon.com/Telrad-Finder-Sight/dp/B0000ALKAN/ref=sr_1_3?crid=33ROCVE2GZ1BD&keywords=telrad+finder+scope+with+mounting+base&qid=1658758823&sprefix=%2Caps%2C185&sr=8-3
https://optcorp.com/pages/search-results-page?q=red%20dot%20finder
https://optcorp.com/products/adm-532nm-laser-finder-kit-lzr-532nm-kit
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B019Q05CNY/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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Eyepieces 
Most telescopes come with at least one eyepiece.  If the scope you are purchasing isn’t a premium scope the eyepiece may not be the best quality.  

For most astronomy equipment the old adage you get what you pay for is true, this is especially true for eyepieces.  Prices range from as low as $25 

to as high as $1,000 for a premium eyepiece.  Decent quality ones tend to be in the $40 - $100 range.  There are a wide range of types and designs 

to choose from.  Factors such as what object you are viewing, the apparent field of view for the eyepiece, eye relief are a few things to consider 

when looking for the perfect eyepiece.  Looking for the most cost effective yet high quality performers the Plössl design eyepieces are a good 

option.  Major manufactures like Celestron, and Meade produce a wide range of eyepieces, unfortunately this includes some poorer quality 

eyepieces so care must be taken when purchasing from some of these manufactures. Other manufactures such as Tele Vue only create high quality 

pieces so the concern isn’t over the quality but more if it is appropriate for the object you are viewing. 

 

 Barrel Diameter – The vast majority of telescopes accommodate 1.25” barrels, while higher cost models will have 2” or even 3” barrel 

sizes some of the very low cost scopes have 0.95” diameter barrels, these should probably be avoided.  

 Focal Length (FL) – This value is measured in millimeters (mm) and typically printed on the eyepiece.  The Focal Length (FL) of the 

eyepiece is what determines the magnification of the object when viewing it through the telescope (see section on magnification). 

Magnification = (FL of telescope) / (FL of eyepiece) 

 Eye Relief – The distance between the lens of the eyepiece and your eye.  Eyepieces with a good eye relief are recommended since it makes 

for easier viewing, and can be especially important for those who want to wear glasses while viewing objects.  It should be pointed out here 

that no mater how bad your vision is you don’t need glasses for viewing things through a telescope since you can adjust the focus for your 

eyes. 

 Apparent Field of View (AFOV) – The angular size of the amount of sky you will see through the eyepiece measured in degrees.  This is 

determined by the telescope focal length, eyepiece focal length and the diameter of the eyepiece barrow.  This number is commonly placed 

next to the focal length of the eyepiece. 

 Parfocal Eyepieces – These are eyepieces that share the same focus point so that if you change one eyepiece you will not have to refocus 

the telescope to see the object clearly. 

 Zoom Eyepieces – These are eyepieces that have variable focal lengths (i.e. 8mm – 24mm) so that you can use one eyepiece for multiple 

magnification levels.  These do tend to be more expensive than fixed FL eyepieces and generally will not perform quite as well as fixed FL 

eyepieces do, but a good quality zoom eyepiece can perform quite well, and in the long run may save money since it may be used in place of 

two or three fixed FL eyepieces. 

 Barlow Lenses – These are add on tubes that when used with an eyepiece will magnify the image by a set factor, The factor for the Barlow 

lenses range from 2x to 5x magnification. 

  

https://www.televue.com/engine/TV3b_page.asp?id=214
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How many eye pieces do you need?  I have found that 3 or for with a good 2x Barlow lens works well.  For the beginner a combination of a good 

low power eyepiece with a decent zoom eyepiece and a 2x Barlow may be a good start. An example of this may be Celesteron 40mm Omni Plossl 

($68), Celestron 8-24mm Zoom ($110), and Celestron Omni 2x Barlow ($65).  This combination will prove effective to whatever you are viewing, 

be it deep sky galaxy and nebula, the moon or planets.  A good wide field (low magnification) should be one of your first purchases since it will 

likely be the first eyepiece you use in finding an object.  

 

Celestron Omni Plossl series have reasonably priced good quality eyepieces with a wide range of focal lengths and might be a good starting point if 

you are considering purchasing some eyepieces.  

Solar Filter 
Most telescopes can be used for observing the sun.  A special broad band Mylar film that cuts out over 99.999% of light is placed over the primary 

aperture.  Cost is very reasonable costing between $20 - $50 to make your own filter.  Note: It is critical you purchase these filters from a reputable 

supplier.  Thousand Oaks Optical is a trusted brand that sells excellent filters and material required to make your own filter if you desire.  Solar 

observations is one hobby that a small telescope may be considered a great fit.  With these filters attached to your telescope you can watch the 

progression of sunspots, observe solar eclipses, and inner planetary transits. 

 

 
Purchased Solar Filter 

 
Home Made Solar Filter 

 
Solar Eclipse 

 
Venus Transit 

 

 

  

https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-40mm-omni-plossl-eyepiece-1-25
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-8-24mm-zoom-eyepiece-1-25
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-omni-2x-barlow-1-25
https://optcorp.com/pages/search-results-page?q=celestron%20plossl
https://thousandoaksoptical.com/products/solar-filters/
https://astrosolar.com/en/information/how-to/how-to-make-your-own-objective-solar-filter-for-your-camera-or-telescope/
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_201410.23_PartialSolarEclipse_0140_Cropped_Labeled_ScreenRes.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_008_VenusTransit_20120605.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_201410.23_PartialSolarEclipse_0140_Cropped_Labeled_ScreenRes.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_008_VenusTransit_20120605.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_201410.23_PartialSolarEclipse_0140_Cropped_Labeled_ScreenRes.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_008_VenusTransit_20120605.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_201410.23_PartialSolarEclipse_0140_Cropped_Labeled_ScreenRes.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Img_008_VenusTransit_20120605.jpg
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Other Filters 
Other filters for night observation can help see more detail than you might see without it especially in the city where light pollution can be a real 

problem.   Filters have three major applications and there are many choices of filters for each application.  The one filter that seems to perform quite 

well for all three applications (and also astrophotography) is the Baader Neodymium Moon and Skyglow filter, ($95)  so if there is only one filter 

you can purchase, make this the one.  Filters generally bring subtle improvements to the viewing experience. 

 

Object Filter Type Cost Comments 

Moon Polarizing Variable filter $30 Polarizing filters are among the more popular filters for the moon, but other are 

useful in helping stabilize the image when high magnification is used. 

Deep Sky Light Pollution Filter $30 - $200 The purpose of these filters is to increase the contrast of the object by reducing the 

unwanted background light from city lights.  There are many brands to select from. 

Planets Various color filters  Application of color filters to planets is to bring out certain features.  A good 

summary of the various usages of different colors can be found here. 

 

Other Accessories 
There are a wide range of other accessories that can help make the observation experience enjoyable.  I will list a few of my favorites here. 

Accessories That Make Life Easier 
Item Make/Model Considerations Cost Comments 

Software SkySafari 7 Plus Smartphone Astronomy software $10 Critical for planning your night 

Headlamp Princeton LED Headlamp Expensive but best headlamp for Astronomy $27 Two RED brightness levels 

Potable Table GCI Portable Table Small portable table for equipment $40  

Portable Chair Alevmoon Portable Stool Portable Stool $30  

Dust Bulb UES Air Blower Bulb Used for cleaning optics $10  

Dust Brush Orion 5830 Ultra Brush Used for removing dust from optics $10  

     

Total   $127  

 

 

 

  

https://www.baader-planetarium.com/en/filters/dual-use-(visual-/-photographic)/baader-neodymium-(moon-and-skyglow)-filter.html
https://optcorp.com/products/baader-moon-and-skyglow-filter-1-25inch
https://optcorp.com/collections/visual-filters/products/orion-1-25-variable-polarizing-telescope-filter
https://astronomyonline.info/best-light-pollution-filters/
https://agenaastro.com/articles/guides/choosing-a-color-planetary-filter.html
https://skysafariastronomy.com/
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B0077T2EIS/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B00HKCXVWU/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B09CD82K8X/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/UES-Blaster-Digital-Cameras-Cleaning/dp/B08SMR5WP5/ref=sr_1_6?crid=FF1JX24Y0ZU1&keywords=bulb+dust&qid=1658704779&sprefix=%2Caps%2C98&sr=8-6
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B0000XMU6O/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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Putting It All Together: Two Examples 
Provided below is an example of how someone might go about identifying the items they want to purchase and get an idea of the cost involved.  

The first example is a low budget example coming in just under $500, while the second would be considered a mid budget example just exceeding 

$1,500. 

 

 

Lower Budget Option 4” Alt/Az Reflector 
Item Make/Model Considerations Cost Comments 

Mount and OTA Orion SkyScanner BL102 4” Reflector including 

 Sky map 

 Moon Filter 

 Eyepieces: 25mm, 10mm (26x, 64x) 

Focal Length: 640mm 

Aperture: 102mm 

Focal Ratio: 6.3 

 

$200 Table top Alt/Az mount 

Accessories Celestron Omni 40mm eyepiece 40mm Plossl Eyepiece = 16x $68  

Accessories Celestron Omni 2x Barlow Barlow lens provides 2x magnification $65 With eyepieces: 32x, 51x, 128x 

Accessories Smart Phone Adapter Universal Smart phone adapter for photos 

of moon 

$75  

Total   $333  

With Accessories  All mentioned accessories in first table $460  

 

  

https://optcorp.com/collections/dobsonian-telescopes/products/orion-skyscanner-bl102mm-tabletop-reflector-telescope-kit
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-40mm-omni-plossl-eyepiece-1-25
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-omni-2x-barlow-1-25
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-nexyz-universal-smartphone-adapter
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Mid Budget Option 6” Alt/Az Schmidt-Cassegrain with GoTo mount 
Item Make/Model Considerations Cost Comments 

Mount and OTA Celestron NexStar 6SE 6” Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope 

Included 25mm eyepiece = 60x 

$1,100 GoTo mount and tripod 

Apeture: 150mm 

Focal Length: 1500mm 

Focal Ratio: f/10 

Accessories Celestron Omni 40mm eyepiece 40mm Plossl Eyepiece = 37x $68  

Accessories Celestron Omni 12mm eyepiece 15mm Plossl Eyepiece = 100x $40  

Accessories Celestron Omni 2x Barlow Barlow lens provides 2x magnification $65 With eyepieces gives: 75x, 120x, 

200x 

Accessories Celestron AC Adapter Power adapter for telescope mount $30  

Accessories Night Sky Star Wheel Used for seeing what constellations are up $10  

Accessories Moon Filter Moon filter for eyepieces $12  

Accessories NEXYZ DX Smartphone Adapter Universal Smart phone adapter for photos 

of moon 

$81 Probably will only work for moon 

photos. smart phones tend to over 

expose for small items such as 

planets 

Total   $1,406  

With Accessories All mentioned accessories Accessories in first table $1,533  

 

  

https://starizona.com/products/nexstar-6-se?_pos=2&_sid=825d0fe2c&_ss=r
https://starizona.com/products/40mm-omni?_pos=1&_sid=bf4b34f38&_ss=r
https://starizona.com/products/12-5mm-omni?_pos=4&_sid=bf4b34f38&_ss=r
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-omni-2x-barlow-1-25
https://starizona.com/products/ac-adapter-celestron-cpc-nexstar-cge-series-telescopes?pr_prod_strat=copurchase&pr_rec_id=d7b1a744c&pr_rec_pid=4573523968136&pr_ref_pid=4573521969288&pr_seq=uniform
https://smile.amazon.com/Night-30%C2%B0-40%C2%B0-Large-North-Latitude/dp/0961320753/ref=sr_1_4?crid=CVZSAB09YOE3&keywords=star+wheel&qid=1658705721&sprefix=star+wheel%2Caps%2C149&sr=8-4
https://optcorp.com/products/celestron-moon-filter-1-25inch
https://smile.amazon.com/Celestron-Universal-Smartphone-Digiscoping-Bluetooth/dp/B093QJBR67/ref=sr_1_3?crid=30KLOUIMZ3GEG&keywords=NEXYZ%2BDX%2BSMARTPHONE%2BADAPTER%2BKIT&qid=1658701605&sprefix=nexyz%2Bdx%2Bsmartphone%2Badapter%2Bkit%2Caps%2C185&sr=8-3&th=1
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References and Resources 
Title Type Description 

Astronomy Technology Today Website Review of astronomy related equipment – generally high end equipment here. 

Telescope Eyepiece Guide Website Good general introduction to eyepieces 

   

Fingerless Mittens Website Amazon website: For cold weather 

Laser Pointer Finder Website Bracket and Laser for about $60(amazon), and may not handle very cold weather well. Easy to 

use once setup.  This package handles cold weather $95. Must have green laser for night 

usage, red does not work. 

Red Dot Finders Website Multiple Choices $19, $23, $40, $50 Generally get what you pay for. Telrad is most popular 

Smart Phone Adapters Website Orion telescope has a number of adapters for smart phones that you can use to take pictures on 

your telescope.  good for moon shots and maybe a few other things like Jupiter, Saturn and a 

few very bright deep space objects. $25 - $120 

Telescope Finders Review Youtube General overview of Finders 

  

https://astronomytechnologytoday.com/
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-equipment/telescope-eyepiece-guide/
https://smile.amazon.com/TrailHeads-Womens-Stretch-Convertible-Mittens/dp/B00FQPJCIU/ref=sr_1_9?keywords=fingerless+mittens&qid=1658180587&sprefix=fingerless+mitt%2Caps%2C135&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=laser+pointer+bracket&i=electronics&sprefix=laser+pointer+br%2Celectronics%2C133&ref=nb_sb_ss_ts-doa-p_1_16
https://smile.amazon.com/Feyachi-Tactical-Degree-Picatinny-Pressure/dp/B08B14R27R/ref=sr_1_14?crid=11F4KU13GS59B&keywords=5w+green+laser+cable+switch&qid=1658182725&sprefix=5w+green+laser+cable+switch%2Caps%2C113&sr=8-14
https://optcorp.com/products/adm-532nm-laser-finder-kit-lzr-532nm-kit
https://www.amazon.com/SVBONY-Pointer-Celestron-Astronomical-Telescopes/dp/B072VGFTN5/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=red+dot+finder+for+telescope&qid=1658181617&sprefix=red+dot+finder%2Caps%2C138&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-51630-Pointer-Telescope-Finderscope/dp/B00009X3UU/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=red%2Bdot%2Bfinder%2Bfor%2Btelescope&qid=1658181617&sprefix=red%2Bdot%2Bfinder%2Caps%2C138&sr=8-3&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Astromania-Finder-Deluxe-Telescope-Reflex/dp/B0140UA2OY/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=red+dot+finder+for+telescope&qid=1658181617&sprefix=red+dot+finder%2Caps%2C138&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Telrad-Finder-Sight/dp/B0000ALKAN/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=telrad%2Bfinder%2Bsight&qid=1658182055&s=electronics&sprefix=telrad%2Celectronics%2C151&sr=1-3&th=1
https://www.telescope.com/catalog/search.cmd?form_state=searchForm&siteCode=US&keyword=smart+phone+adapter
https://www.telescope.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdhiPC05vMo
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Chapter 5: Using Your Telescope 

Finder Scope Alignment 
It is critical that the finders scope is aligned with the telescope.  The first time you setup your telescope you should probably align the finder scope 

with the main scope during the day.  Put your lowest magnification eyepiece in the telescope and point the main scope to a terrestrial object quite 

far from the telescope (tree top, light post, etc).  If you have a clock drive or GoTo mount do not turn it on.  Once you have an object centered in the 

main scope go to the finder scope and make adjustments to the finder scope so that the target is in the center of the finder scope.  Go back to the 

telescope and make sure the target is still in the middle of the field of view.  Now place a high magnification eyepiece in the main scope and re-

center the target in the main scope.  Next check the finder scope and make any required adjustments to ensure the target is in the center of the finder 

scope.  Re-check the telescope and ensure the target is still centered, if not re-center and re-check the finder scope.  Once the target is centered in 

both the finder scope and telescope you have completed your finder scope Alignment.   

 

The procedure for Finder Scope Alignment at night is basically the same process, but a bright star or a planet should be used as the target.  If you 

are having trouble locating a target in the main scope, use the moon as a target if it is up since it should be fairly easy to locate in the telescope. 

Telescope Mount Alignment 
The alignment procedure is the process of setting up your telescope so it can locate and track objects in the night sky.  The process of alignment is 

dependent on the type of mount and the accuracy you desire when tracking an object in the sky.  Details of alignment vary for various mounts.  

Information provided below offer a general summary for the type of mount described.  Refer to your owners manual for more specific details. 

 

Image 1 Image 2 Description 

  

Alt-Az Manual Mounts – Setup for these mounts is quite minimal.  

Generally you just need to make sure the mount is level.  Many 

mounts have a level integrated in them; otherwise you may have to 

supply your own.  Some may have markings for either the Alt 

and/or Azimuth axis in these cases you may want to rotate the 

Azimuth axis to coincide with compass coordinate (ie 0° = North).  

This will enable you to utilize applications that supply Alt-Az 

coordinates to locate objects in the sky. 
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Image 1 Image 2 Description 

  

Alt-Az GoTo Mounts – Level the telescope.  Turn on the GoTo 

computer and follow alignment instructions.  Most mounts will have 

you point to two to three bright stars and to calibrate the mount. 

  

Equatorial Manual Mount – All Equatorial mounts require polar 

alignment to ensure the scope tracks objects in one motion.  They will 

also have setting circles associated with each axis(see image).  First  

Point the RA axis toward the North Pole, next level the telescope.  

Adjust the counterweights to balance the telescope.  Adjust the RA to 

match your latitude.  Re-adjust the RA Axis to point at the North 

Celestial Pole (NCP).  Many Equatorial mounts have built dedicated 

NCP scopes to assist in precisely aligning the mount with the 

Northern Celestial Pole. 

  

Equatorial GoTo Mount – Same basic setup as Equatorial Manual 

Mount to start with, then turn on GoTo computer and follow 

alignment procedure.  Generally will instruct the user to point to two 

or three bright stars in the sky for alignment procedure. 
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Techniques for Finding Objects 
There are a number of techniques that can be used to locate astronomical targets, many depend on the telescope mount, some techniques are mount 

agnostic. 

 

Technique Mount Type(s) Image Description 

Star Hopping Manual Mount 

 

In this technique a star chart (either online of paper) is used to locate the 

object of interest, then nearby bright stars are located that will help guide you 

to the target.  In this way the scope is first slewed to the bright star(s) hopping 

from on to another and finally the target object.  The process allows the 

astronomy to move from an easily identified and located bright star to 

subsequent dimmer stars closer to the target until finally the target is located. 

TelRad Charts Manual Mount 

 

A variation of Star Hopping except that reference such as SkySpot Finder 

Charts are used to identify exactly where in the sky the telrad pointer should 

be placed for the target of interest.  Many software application support 

displaying Telrad indicators and can be used also. 

Setting Circles Manual Mount with 

setting circles 

 

In this technique a bright star fairly close to the target of interest is located and 

centered in the scope.  The bright star coordinates (either Equatorial or Alt-Az 

depending on your scope mount) are looked up using software, star atlas, or 

table of listed bright stars and coordinates.  The setting circles are then 

adjusted to match the coordinates of the star. This ensures your scope setting 

circle correspond to the celestial sphere. Next the celestial coordinates of the 

object you wish to locate are looked up and the telescope is moved to the 

coordinates using the setting circles you have just adjusted. 

GoTo GoTo Mounts 

 

Once the initial alignment procedure has been completed on your GoTo 

mount, you simply punch in the object of interest, and the telescope will slew 

to the target.  Once the telescope has been aligned this is super fast and easy.  

The downside is that you generally won’t get to know the night sky. 

 

https://www.highpointscientific.com/astronomy-hub/post/astronomy-101/star-hopping-beginners-guide
https://www.sky-spot.com/charts.htm
https://www.sky-spot.com/charts.htm
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-resources/the-setting-circles-on-your-telescope/
https://www.highpointscientific.com/media/wysiwyg/SEO_Articles/Starhopping/image4.png
https://www.star-shine.ch/astro/messiercharts/m051.htm
http://themcdonalds.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Astro-SetCirc-3-GM8-Wide.jpg
https://www.highpointscientific.com/media/wysiwyg/SEO_Articles/Starhopping/image4.png
https://www.star-shine.ch/astro/messiercharts/m051.htm
http://themcdonalds.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Astro-SetCirc-3-GM8-Wide.jpg
https://www.highpointscientific.com/media/wysiwyg/SEO_Articles/Starhopping/image4.png
https://www.star-shine.ch/astro/messiercharts/m051.htm
http://themcdonalds.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Astro-SetCirc-3-GM8-Wide.jpg
https://www.highpointscientific.com/media/wysiwyg/SEO_Articles/Starhopping/image4.png
https://www.star-shine.ch/astro/messiercharts/m051.htm
http://themcdonalds.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Astro-SetCirc-3-GM8-Wide.jpg
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Photography 
Equipment, cost, skill required for photographing astronomical objects is mostly depended on the target object.  We break these down into four 

classifications; each represents a substantial increase in cost and complexity.  Estimates and descriptions are general statements, your mileage may 

differ. 

 

Targets Images Complexity Cost Description 

Moon 

   

Simple $0 - $200 Smartphone Photography generally will only work on the 

brightest objects in the sky.   The technique is to place your lowest 

power eyepiece in the telescope, focus the object and then place the 

phone up to the eyepiece and take an image.  This can be quite 

tricky to do when holding the phone by hand.  There are adapters 

that can attach to the eyepiece that will make this process a bit 

easier. 

Large Deep 

Sky 

  

Basic $50 - 

$300* 

Piggyback Photography is the process of mounting a regular 

camera on the back of a telescope and taking a longer exposure.  A 

camera and equatorial mount is required for this method.  This is 

also a good starting point if you are interested in Deep Sky 

photography since you can use many of the same techniques as 

utilized in Deep Sky photography. 

Moon Planets 

and Bright 

Deep Sky 

  

Difficult $100 - 

$500 

Eyepiece Projection Photography is where you place a 

specialized camera in place of an eyepiece to capture videos or 

images of planets, zoom in of the moon, or even some of the 

brightest deep sky objects.  By astronomical standards these 

cameras can be pretty inexpensive $100 - $500.  Post capture 

processing techniques are applied to videos or images to get the 

best results of these targets. 

Deep Sky 

  

Very 

Difficult 
$2,000 – 

$10,000 

Deep Sky Imaging is where multiple images of an object are taken 

during the night(s) and combined into one single image.  This 

technique has many demands.  Generally an Equatorial mount with 

a minimal of clock drive, associated guide scope and camera are 

needed to make adjustments to guiding during the exposure. 

Specialized cameras are generally utilized for best results and run 

between $1,000 – $10,000 (Really the sky is the limit here). 

 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-Universal-Smartphone-Digiscoping-Bluetooth/dp/B093QJBR67/ref=sr_1_3?crid=30KLOUIMZ3GEG&keywords=NEXYZ+DX+SMARTPHONE+ADAPTER+KIT&qid=1658701605&sprefix=nexyz+dx+smartphone+adapter+kit,aps,185&sr=8-3&th=1&pldnSite=1
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/30/68/95/30689505cbe3454cae9152657d9ae30c.jpg
https://external-content.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=http://www.dpchallenge.com/tutorial/70/images/full/Copyrighted_Image_Reuse_Prohibited_198784.jpg&f=1&nofb=1
https://www.twesley.com/astro/images/m8m20.png
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220707_0321_Plato.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_NGC-7293_HelixNebula_20190921.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M31_20181005.jpg
https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-Universal-Smartphone-Digiscoping-Bluetooth/dp/B093QJBR67/ref=sr_1_3?crid=30KLOUIMZ3GEG&keywords=NEXYZ+DX+SMARTPHONE+ADAPTER+KIT&qid=1658701605&sprefix=nexyz+dx+smartphone+adapter+kit,aps,185&sr=8-3&th=1&pldnSite=1
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/30/68/95/30689505cbe3454cae9152657d9ae30c.jpg
https://external-content.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=http://www.dpchallenge.com/tutorial/70/images/full/Copyrighted_Image_Reuse_Prohibited_198784.jpg&f=1&nofb=1
https://www.twesley.com/astro/images/m8m20.png
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220707_0321_Plato.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_NGC-7293_HelixNebula_20190921.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M31_20181005.jpg
https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-Universal-Smartphone-Digiscoping-Bluetooth/dp/B093QJBR67/ref=sr_1_3?crid=30KLOUIMZ3GEG&keywords=NEXYZ+DX+SMARTPHONE+ADAPTER+KIT&qid=1658701605&sprefix=nexyz+dx+smartphone+adapter+kit,aps,185&sr=8-3&th=1&pldnSite=1
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/30/68/95/30689505cbe3454cae9152657d9ae30c.jpg
https://external-content.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=http://www.dpchallenge.com/tutorial/70/images/full/Copyrighted_Image_Reuse_Prohibited_198784.jpg&f=1&nofb=1
https://www.twesley.com/astro/images/m8m20.png
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220707_0321_Plato.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_NGC-7293_HelixNebula_20190921.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M31_20181005.jpg
https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-Universal-Smartphone-Digiscoping-Bluetooth/dp/B093QJBR67/ref=sr_1_3?crid=30KLOUIMZ3GEG&keywords=NEXYZ+DX+SMARTPHONE+ADAPTER+KIT&qid=1658701605&sprefix=nexyz+dx+smartphone+adapter+kit,aps,185&sr=8-3&th=1&pldnSite=1
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/30/68/95/30689505cbe3454cae9152657d9ae30c.jpg
https://external-content.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=http://www.dpchallenge.com/tutorial/70/images/full/Copyrighted_Image_Reuse_Prohibited_198784.jpg&f=1&nofb=1
https://www.twesley.com/astro/images/m8m20.png
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_6Planets_20200923.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_Moon_20220707_0321_Plato.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_NGC-7293_HelixNebula_20190921.jpg
https://artcentrics.com/Best_PhotoGraphs/AstroPhotography/Astronomy_M31_20181005.jpg
https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-Universal-Smartphone-Digiscoping-Bluetooth/dp/B093QJBR67/ref=sr_1_3?crid=30KLOUIMZ3GEG&keywords=NEXYZ+DX+SMARTPHONE+ADAPTER+KIT&qid=1658701605&sprefix=nexyz+dx+smartphone+adapter+kit,aps,185&sr=8-3&th=1&pldnSite=1
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Targets for Beginners 
Most armature astronomers find to have a good observation session they need to make plans on what the will be observing in the evening.  An 

excellent tool to help making your plans is The Sky Live website.  It has sections dedicated to the Planets, Comets and Asteroids.  the Night Guide 

section along with the Planetarium will help identify potential targets for the evening and help determine what sequence to view them.  The website 

Telescopius is also a great resource for planning your observation session.  Provided below is a table listing some of the type of objects that are 

appropriate for small telescopes. 

 

Object Type Links Description 

The Moon  The Sky Live: Moon 

 Moongiant.com 

 Moon Globe HD (iOS) 

 MoonMap (Moongiant.com) 

This should be your first observation target.  No matter how small your scope 

the view is sure to please!   

Moon Globe HD is an excellent iOS application for helping identify features of 

the moon and only cost $1 

Multiple Star Systems  Colored Double Stars 

 Dazzling Double Stars for Compromised 

Skies 

 The Best Triple Stars - Ranked 

 A guide to Double and Multiple Star 

Systems 

Multiple star systems are systems where two or more suns orbit each other.  

Even small telescopes can view many of these.  If you really want to dive deep 

into this topic, here is a PDF download (137 pages) all about Multiple Star 

Systems, and how to observe them. 

Planets  Jupiter’s Moons (iOS) $3.00 

 Saturn’s Moons (iOS) $3.00 

Jupiter, Saturn and possibly Mars are a joy to view in almost all size scopes.  

One thing I really enjoy is finding out when you can see one of Jupiters moon 

shadows go across the surface of the planet (Transit).  The iOS application 

Jupiter’s Moon is excellent for making plans on observing Jupiter. 

The Sun  SOHO Observatory 

 SpaceWeatherLive.com 

An inexpensive solar filter can be made for you telescope (<$50) allowing you 

to view sunspots, eclipses and even transits of planets. 

Deep Sky Objects  10 Easiest deep-sky objects to see with small 

telescopes 

  

While most deep sky objects may not be realistic targets for small scopes there 

are a few bright objects that are worth checking out.  Nebula such as the Great 

Orion Nebula (M-42), a galaxies such as the Andromeda (M-31) and even 

some Globular Clusters such as the Great Hercules Cluster (M-13). 

More Resources  111 Deep-Sky Wonders for Light Polluted 

Skies (PDF) 

 SkySpot: Bright Telescopic Objects ($16) 

These are more resources that you might find helpful if looking for objects. 

 

https://theskylive.com/
https://theskylive.com/guide
https://theskylive.com/planetarium
https://telescopius.com/
https://theskylive.com/moon-info
https://www.moongiant.com/
https://appadvice.com/game/app/moon-globe-hd/376000038
https://www.moongiant.com/moonmap/
https://appadvice.com/game/app/moon-globe-hd/376000038
https://skyandtelescope.org/observing/colored-double-stars-real-and-imagined/
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/dazzling-doubles-for-compromised-skies/
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/dazzling-doubles-for-compromised-skies/
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/524601-the-best-triple-stars-ranked/?hl=+best%20+triple%20+stars
https://www.astrotourism.com/stargazing/guide-double-stars-multiple-star-systems/
https://www.astrotourism.com/stargazing/guide-double-stars-multiple-star-systems/
http://astrotalk.ru/astrolibrary/double_stars_and_how_to_observe_them.pdf
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/jupitermoons/id577009038
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/saturnmoons/id606938707
https://soho.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime-images.html
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/solar-activity.html
https://deepskyastronomy.in/10-easiest-deep-sky-objects-to-see-with-small-telescopes/
https://deepskyastronomy.in/10-easiest-deep-sky-objects-to-see-with-small-telescopes/
https://telescopius.com/deep-sky/object/2901/orion-nebula/m-42/diffuse-nebula
https://telescopius.com/deep-sky/object/2901/orion-nebula/m-42/diffuse-nebula
https://telescopius.com/deep-sky/object/1107/andromeda-galaxy/m-31/galaxy
https://telescopius.com/deep-sky/object/7364/great-globular-cluster-in-hercules/m-13/globular-cluster
https://skyandtelescope.org/wp-content/uploads/MullaneyDeepSky111.pdf
https://skyandtelescope.org/wp-content/uploads/MullaneyDeepSky111.pdf
https://www.sky-spot.com/charts.htm
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Maintenance 
Generally telescopes require very little maintenance if they are treated properly.  This includes storing the telescope in a climate controlled 

environment, and covering lenses, mirrors and aperture openings when not in use.  Telescopes with a lens at the aperture (ie Refractors and 

Schmidt-Cassegrains) use a lens brush and air blower bulb at the end of an observing session to remove any dust that may have accumulated. 

 Cleaning Optics including Mirrors and Lenses is fraught with hazards even when using micro fiber towels and/or lens cleaning wipes 

undesired results are typically the outcome.  Ideally you should never let the optics get dirty to begin with.  A well treated telescope can go 

10 years without having to clean the optics. 

 Collimation is the process of making sure all components (Mirrors/lenses) in the optical path are aligned with each other.  Refractors 

generally do not require collimation while reflectors and Schmidt-Cassegrains requiring occasional collimation.  Temperature variations 

and vibrations from moving the telescope are what causes a telescope to loose collimation.  Checking to see if your telescope need 

collimation is an easy enough task to perform.  Simply center the field of view on a bright star and bring it out of focus to form a doughnut 

shape pattern.  If the hole in the pattern is off-centered the telescope is out of collimation. There are a lot of different tools sold to assist for 

collimation ranging from $15 - $500, these tools are not needed for visual observations.  A simple process of Star Collimation without 

tools should be sufficient. There are some good videos on both Reflector Collimation and   SCT Collimation that go through this process. 

 

 
 

  

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B0000XMU6O/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/UES-Blaster-Digital-Cameras-Cleaning/dp/B08SMR5WP5/ref=sr_1_6?crid=FF1JX24Y0ZU1&keywords=bulb+dust&qid=1658704779&sprefix=%2Caps%2C98&sr=8-6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvlVzz-a_s0
https://www.artcentrics.com/02_Astronomy/Hardware/How_to_Collimate_your_SCT_Telescope.mp4
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References and Resources 
Title Type Description 

Star Hopping 101 Website Good webpage introducing the Star Hopping technique 

The Setting Circles on your 

Telescope 

Website Sky & Telescope discussion on setting circles and how to use them. 

How to use Digital Setting Circles Video Good overview of using setting circles on telescope focused on Equatorial mounts.  Presenter 

concludes setting circles on small telescopes are useless. I disagree, if you use a very low 

power eyepiece you should be able to use them. 

Telrad Sight Webste Good website article introducing the Telrad sight. 

Telrad Messier List Website Online finder charts of Messier List objects for the Telrad. 

Telrad Calwell Catalogue Website Online finder charts for the Caldwell Catalogue for the Telrad. 

Telrad Messier List (printable) PDF Printable list of Messier objects with maps 

How to Collimate a Dobsonian 

Telescope 

Website Instructions on Collimating a Dobsonian, but concept applies to all reflector telescopes. 

How to Collimate your SCT youtube How to collimate your Schmidt-Cassegrains Telescope (SCT) 

What is Piggyback 

Astrophotography? 

Video Video explaining technique, shows example photos and discusses equipment. 

Simple Astrophotography: 

Piggybacking 

Website Sky & Telescope – Dated article, but principles remain the same.  Also discusses and gives 

examples of things that can go wrong. 

The Sky Live Website Great free online resource describes what objects may be of interest.  Also has a good 

planetarium for planning your observing session. 

 

https://www.highpointscientific.com/astronomy-hub/post/astronomy-101/star-hopping-beginners-guide
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-resources/the-setting-circles-on-your-telescope/
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-resources/the-setting-circles-on-your-telescope/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=geQszAVWMok&t=111s
http://company7.com/telrad/products/telrad.html
http://www.star-shine.ch/astro/messiercharts/messierTelrad.htm
https://www.star-shine.ch/astro/caldwellcharts/caldwell_overview.htm
http://custerobservatory.org/docs/messier2.pdf
https://telescopenights.com/how-to-collimate-a-dobsonian-telescope/
https://telescopenights.com/how-to-collimate-a-dobsonian-telescope/
https://www.artcentrics.com/02_Astronomy/Hardware/How_to_Collimate_your_SCT_Telescope.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT9HFVQ3GrM&t=296s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT9HFVQ3GrM&t=296s
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-resources/simple-astrophotography/
https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-resources/simple-astrophotography/
https://theskylive.com/

